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STELLA 

"When Swift was appointed Vicar of Laracor in the County of Meath, in 
1701, it was arranged that his former pupil, Ester Johnson (Stella), and 
Mrs. Dingley, her companion, should come to reside in Ireland. 

"The Ladies" as Swift liked to call them, stayed in a quaint, thatched 
cottage close to Trim, and just down the road from Laracor, where Swift 
had his vicerage on his "half-acre of Irish bog". 

For close on forty years, Stella was "the bright particular star" of Swift's 
life. She died in Dublin on Sunday, January 28th, 1728, and is buried in St. 
Patrick's Cathedral. On the night of her death, Swift wrote of her in his 
diary, "the truest, most virtuous and most valuable friend that I, or any 
other person, was ever blessed with. I never heard her make a wrong 
judgement about anyone or anything 	She loved Ireland better than 
the generality of those who owe their birth and their riches to it." 

Extract from Appeal for the Stella's Cottage Restoration Fund. 1960 

SWIFT 

Thomas Murray, gives a detailed history of the cottage, in which Stella 
resided, from 1699 to the present day. The book is illustrated with 
photographs from old albums, plans and drawings and poems by the 
author and others. The list of owners and tenants who kept the cottage 
habitable since the days of Stella is nothing if not comprehensive while a 
liberal sprinkling of humorous anecdotes ensures that the manuscript does 
not become too heavy or stuffy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
To the best of my knowledge the first reference to Stella's cottage 
appeared in the Ordnance Survey of 1836, just over a century after Stella 
left Laracor. At that time there would possibly have been some people, 
still living in the area, whose grandparents remembered Esther Johnson. 
Their stories have now been lost to posterity and all that has survived is 
Stella's association with the quaint cottage. Since Stella's day too, a 
succession of tenants have occupied the building. Many famous names 
have been associated with it, yet only the poetic name of Stella has stood 
the test of time. 

Since that first reference to Stella's cottage in the Ordnance Survey of 
1836 few historians have chosen to ignore it. The references to it however, 
were brief and it was not until the restoration committee came into being 
in the nineteen sixties that Esther Johnson's association with it became 
widely known. When I first set out to put these pages together I had no 
idea that so many people would be interested in the humble ruin a mile or 
so out the Laracor road. I was pleasantly surprised when a number of 
people came forward and offered to help. People who were motivated by 
nothing more than a genuine love for local history, Laracor and 
particularly Stella's cottage. Their contributions have supplimented my 
own memories and helped to produce this book. I am eternally grateful to 
them all. 

I do not expect that this manuscript will add anything more to what is 
already known about Esther Johnson and Dean Swift. It makes no claim to 
being a scholarly work. I do, however, hope that it will answer some of the 
questions that arise whenever the subject of Stella's cottage comes up. 

T.M. 

THE WINDING ROAD. 

STELLA'S COTTAGE NEAR TRIM IN THE EARLY 1950S 

The winding road that Swift with Stella strolled 
With verges wandering vaguely underfoot 
Where pismires once inspired the tall tales told 
Concerning Brobdinag and Lilliput. 

T.M. 

To the passing motorist the busy stretch of road from the South Meath 
town of Trim to Laracor crossroads would be notable for nothing more 
than an unusually high number of dangerous bends and bottlenecks. The 
student of history could hardly fail to be impressed by its many 
associations with such celebrated characters as Esther Johnson, Dean Swift 
and the Duke of Wellington. To someone like myself however, who grew 
up in the area the Laracor road would be something special. Special in the 
sense that almost every yard of that two and a half mile stretch of rustic 
thoroughfare is dotted with relics of my youth. Some of these relics are 
household names and have even made it to the history books. Who has not 
heard of Stella's cottage? Others however, such as the LoughO'Biody 



TO DUBLIN 

LOUGH 0' MOLY 

STELLA' S COTTAGE 

bridge and Tully's well are only remembered by those who actually knew 
them. 

Looking back now, I can still see the smoke from Stella's cottage rising 
like an apparition above the twisted hedgerows of Knightsbrook. Ogres 
lurked beneath the LoughO'Biody bridge then and the clouds raced in the 
depths of Tully's well. Today the LoughO'Biody bridge is gone. It was here 
in 1769 according to local tradition that the horses conveying the Duke of 
Wellington's mother stopped to cool their feet minutes before her 
illustrious son was born. Tully's well is no more and only the shell of 
Stella's cottage remains. It is surely the town's most obscure ruin. Today 
the great Norman castle, the Yellow Steeple and the Wellington 
monument all feature prominently on the local skyline, yet the former 
residence of Esther (Stella) Johnson stands just three foot six inches above 
the ground in a tangle of briars by the roadside. 
Stranded on the footpath of history 
Now 
Thumbing a lift alone 
And as the years and centuries pass 
Grinning bravely through teeth of stone. 

T.M. 

In my young days the best time of the year to be in Laracor was in 
September when the windfalls littered the ground around the crab trees 
and the blackberries were within easy reach of the smallest hands. There 
were chestnuts too and wild damsons or at least I thought that they were 
wild, years later I found out that the two damson trees that I stripped 
annually were actually in the Fay property adjoining Stella's cottage. It was 
a sort of borderline case and I gave myself the benefit of the doubt. This 
was hurling country then, when Laracor could field a team to take on the 
best. 

When time was punctuated 
By tests of skill and pluck 
As kingdoms rose and fell 
With every stroke and puck. 	T.M. 

The men practised in Fay's paddock adjacent to the cottage while the 
women played camogie in Ward's field across the road and little more than 
a hundred yards up from the cottage. Two hundred yards down the road 
towards Trim, Tully's well quenched the thirst with a seemingly never 
ending supply of sparkling spring water. 
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MAP SHOWING STELLA'S COTTAGE SITUATED HALF WAY 
BETWEEN TRIM AND LARACOR CROSSROADS. 

TRIM 



In the early nineteen fifties the County Council came eliminating bends, 
creating bottlenecks and bringing the traffic to within a few feet of the 
cottage. Lime lorries trundled by dusting the thatch and shaking the 
ancient foundations. The winds of change were blowing soon they would 
become a hurricane sweeping away the hedgerows and leaving only capped 
walls and pailing posts in it's path. 

In the years immediately before the demolition of the cottage it was 
customary for Trim folk to stroll out the Laracor road on Sunday 
afternoons. It was particularly popular with mothers of young children. 
Traffic was relatively light and the pedestrian was less likely to be cut off 
the road than in today's congested conditions. As far as Laracor and back 
or around Newtown, on alternative Sundays. The Laracor route had a lot 
to offer. At the LoughO'Biody the sticklebacks never ceased to amaze 
before darting into the dark recess beneath the bridge. At Jackon's pond 
the waterhens waltzed like fairground dodgems. A few hundred yards 
further on Moore's Slang, that long narrow strip of short grass joining the 
Longwood and Laracor roads was always good for a mushroom or two. 
Then the third thatched cottage on the left, Stella's. 

There is a grain of truth in every rumour or as we say in South Meath 
"There is no smoke without fire". For as long as I can remember, rumour, 
half truth and gossip concerning the mysterious Stella, the Vicar of 
Laracor and the hero of Waterloo has circulated in this part of South 
Meath. Down the years Swift's relationship with Stella and the circum-
stances surrounding Wellington's birth has fired the imagination of the 
local population. Amateur historians had a conjectural field day as rumour 
turned to half truth and half truth became tradition. Everyone it seemed 
had a story to tell and in the centre of it all stood Stella's cottage. 

Standing as it did a discreet distance down the road from the vicerage and 
just half way between Trim and Laracor crossroads Stella's cottage would 
have attracted a fair share of attention during the years that Stella spent 
there. Even more so when one considers that its glamorous occupant was 
on such good terms with the local vicar. How the neighbours must have 
watched with interest the comings and goings. The Dean's frequent visits, 
the movements of her constant companion and chaperone Rebecca 
Dingley. Tongues surely wagged, or as Swift himself wrote in one of his 
verses in defence of Stella - 

LOCAL LADIES POSE AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF AGEING 
STONE AND THATCH - STELLA'S COTTAGE MID NINTEEN 
FIFTIES. 

Photograph courtesy of Miss Marie Carroll, Laracor. 
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Pursue your trade of scandal-picking 
Your hints, that Stella is no chicken 

Your innuendoes, when you tell us 
That Stella loves to talk with fellows 

Then just when things would settle down the Dean would take off for 
Dublin or London the two ladies would leave the cottage and take up 
residence in the vicerage, promptly moving back to the cottage on his 
return. It is not unreasonable to suppose that a close eye was kept on the 
place during these absences. The fresh smoke billowing skywards would 
tell its own story. The two ladies were back, probably flaunting the latest 
city fashions too, a fact that would hardly have endeared them to the local 
colleens either. Stella was then in her early twenties, Swift and Dingley in 
their thirties. Tongues surely wagged and still do. Three centuries on, the 
smoke of half truth and conjecture still rises from the ruins of Stella's 
cottage 

THE STRUCTURE 
As thatched houses go, Stella's cottage would have been in the upper 
bracket. The very fact that the walls were still standing after two and a half 
centuries speaks volumes for the soundness of the structure. There is 
evidence however, around the turn of the century of pressure on the back 
wall next to the road, which would almost certainly be caused by the high 
pitch of the roof and by the abscence of a wallplate. This weakness was 
rectified in 1907 by buttressing the wall in three places. 

While the actual date of its construction is somewhat hazy it is generally 
accepted that the cottage came into being sometime around the year 1700. 
Laid on a foundation of large undressed stones the fourteen inch thick 
loose stone and rubble walls were in all probability constructed with stones 
selected from the nearby fields and held together with a mixture of lime 
and sand. It is not inconceivable that a mixture of oil and white lead putty, 
similiar to that used in the construction of the Wellington monument in 
Trim over a century later might have been used to secure the rafters in the 
absence of a wallplate. The outside walls, as was the custom at the time 
were covered with plasterwork. The purpose of this was to form a 
protective coating and make the interior of the house warm and 
comfortable. This old plasterwork was thick and tough, the toughness 
being due to the use of cow hair or chopped straw in the mix. The warmth 
and humidity thus generated would play havoc with the roof and 
particularly the thatch. 

GROUND FLOOR PLAN OF THE RECONSTRUCTED 
BUILDING. 



A VIEW OF S'TELLA'S COTTAGE C.1847 FROM A NINETEENTH 
CENTURY PRINT. 

The four and a half by one and a half inch rafters and joists being of ash or 
beech would be prone to attack by woodworm. A feature of the woodwork 
throughout was the use of dark willow dowels and the scanty use of oak. 
This was the age of oak. A time when the feeding value of trees was of 
more importance than the quality of the timber. When the swineherd 
could leave his charges to feed on acorns in the fenced off coppices of 
ICnightsbrook without fear of attack by marauding wolves. Under the law 
then it was a serious offence to interfere with oak or any of the other 
trees designated as chieftan trees. So with the exception of the lintel over 
the door there is very little evidence of oak being used either in the 
original construction or in the nineteenth century demotion of the 
building to semi-detatched status. 

In 1910 it was found necessary to remove the quaint diamond leaded 
windows next to the road and replace them with sash type windows. One 
of the leaded windows is still intact and is now in the possesion of a 
member of the Fay family who were the last private owners of the house. 

During the early nineteen forties the cottage was under constant threat of 
demolition and was the subject of several discussions by the Meath Board 
of Health. A report in the Irish Independent dated the 15th February 1940 
shows the Health board pleading for it to be exempt from demolition and 
asking that it be restored and preserved as a national monument. In 1942 
the part next to Laracor was given a new chimney, a loft was added and a 
window put in the gable end to give light. The gable end was also 
pebbledashed. With the exception of a new door and some work on the 
thatch little else was done with the cottage after 1946. 

OWNERS AND TENANTS. 
The cottage, which was originally part of the Percival domain, became part 
of the Sweetman estate around 1836. In Griffith's valuation, which was 
taken up between 1847 and 1865, Michael Sweetman is shown as the 
owner and John Smith as tenant. Shortly after this the building was 
divided, with James Reynolds joining John Smith under the roof of the 
newly constructed semi-detached structure. John Smith eventUally became 

KNIGHTSBROOK. 
(Ora. AS'. 36.) 

1 	a Michael Keegan,_ 	. Westley Percival. 	. House, offices, and land, 18 	028- 
Luko Fay, 	. 	. TownCommrs.of Trim, I-Touse, offices, and land, 1 	3 10 

3 Luko Fay. 	. 	. Michael Sweetman, 	. Land, 	. 	. 	. 4 	0 10. 
4 	a Patrick 111•Cormack, . Same, 	. 	. House.° ['flees, and land. 7 	3 13 
Z., 	a Jaau,s aeoiiiiskcy,. Same, House, ullices, and land, 3,02 	1. 31. 
— Patrick M'Namee, 	. Same, Ho.,forge, off., tt garden, 0 	3 	0 
— 	c 

d 
John Smith, 	. 
James Reynolds, 

Same, 
Same, 

House, office, & garden, 
Garden, 	. 	. 	• 	. 

1 	0 	0 
1. 	0 	0 

Martin Keeffe, 	. Same, Land, 	. 9 	2 25 
7 Martin Keeffc, 	. Same, Land, 	. 	. 	. 11 	1 	0 
3 	a Catherine Daly, Same, 	. House, offices, aud land, 5 	3 13. 
O a Patrick Lamb, 	. Same. 	. House, offices, and laud, 22 	0 	0 
— Catherine Tyrrell, 	• Martin Hectic, 	. 	. House,o ffices, & garden, 0 	1 	0 

11) 	a Catherine Neill, 	• Michael Swectman, 	. House, offices, and land, 9 	2 	0 
Patrick Thomas, Same, 	. 	. House, office, and land, 9 	3 	21.• 

12 	a Job Darling, 	. 	. Same, 	. 	. Herd's house and land, 34 	320 
13 	a Rev.. Quin tin D. Hume, EcelesiasticalCommrs., Ho., olTs.,S; glebe-laud, 33 	2 	3 

Total, 	. 	. 473 	3 14 

EXTRACT FROM GRIFFITH'S VALUATION SHOWING MICHAEL' 
SWEETMAN AS THE OWNER AND JOHN SMITH AS TENANT OF 
THE COTTAGE WHICH THEN STOOD ON ONE ACRE OF LAND. 

9 



20th CENTURY OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS 

EAST WEST 

J.Smith Owner 

N. Sheridan Owner 

1923-1948 M.Morgan Owner 

1948-1961 W.Fay Owner 

1961- Restoration 

Committee 

the owner of that part of the building nearest Trim (West). The Reynolds 
family continued to occupy the part nearest to Laracor, (East) right up to 
1923 when Mary Murray of The Rock, Trim, became the owner. 

I cannot remember a time during my school days when both parts of the 
semi-detached building were unoccupied. Each part then consisted of a 
room, kitchen and loft, (a mock loft in the part nearest Trim). The loft, 
above the seven foot nine inch high ceiling could only be reached by 
means of a ladder. The wooden floor was laid down on three by three inch 
pailing posts and the half doors opened inwards with the main doors. The 
windows let in very little light and the crane type fireplaces left a lot to be 
desired by way of cooking comforts. Despite the lack of space and light 
tenants came and went before moving on to new accommodation. Few 
stayed long enough to leave a mark. One who did though was Mick 
Morgan, the gardener. Mick who had built up quite a reputation for 
himself over the years as a gardener lived in the cottage from 1923 to 1948, 
where he did a steady trade in cabbage plants. 

At that time it was customary for most households to have the Spring 
cabbage plants, Octobers as we called them then, in by the end of 
September. There was a certain skill in growing these plants. Too early 
and the cabbage would run to seed before Christmas. Too late and the 
plants would not be strong enough to withstand the January frosts. So it 
was to Stella's cottage that we went when we wanted cabbage plants. We 
could rely on Mick's plants. One hundred plants for one shilling with an 
extra couple of dozen thrown in for the pigeons. 

The cottage looked at its best then with every square foot of soil within 
twenty yards under crops. Pot Marigolds in plump skillets, clusters of 
Sweet William and hanks of onions drying under the ample eaves were the 
order of the day. Mick was one of the leading exhibitors at Trim show for 
many years and specialised in cabbage, potatoes and vegetable marrows. 
The gardens attached to the cottage produced a regular supply of 
prizewinning vegetables during the years that Mick Morgan lived there. 
Mick was also a skilled thatcher a skill that would help to prolong the life 
of the cottage for an extra few years. 

During his years there Mick Morgan shared the roof with a number of 
other tenants, none perhaps more famous than Peter Darby who later 
went on to captain the successful Meath senior football team in 1967. 
Peter spent the first years of his life under the roof of Stella's cottage. 
Mick's nephew, the famous Irish baritone, Michael O'Higgins was a 
frequent visitor to the cottage in the early nineteen forties when he was 

10 

1900-1907 E.Brennan Owner 

1907-1923 J.Reynolds Owner 

1923-1948 M.Murray Owner 

1923-1926 J.Hanrahan Tenant 

1926-1931 J.Kelly Tenant 

1931-1938 J. McKettrick Tenant 

1938-1942 P.Darby Tenant 

1942-1942 J.Doran Tenant 

1942-1942 P.Horan Tenant 

1942-1949 T.McTiernan Tenant 

1948-1961 W.Fay Owner 

1961- Restoration 

Committee 

PART .11 —OWNERSHIP 

No. 	The devolution of the property is subject to the provisions of Part IV. of the Registration of Title Act; 1891 

13th sGnta=124%.,  1s67. • •- 	.11010161,ZcrrzETQN ç 14:,..c.c.arls4 Tr41,..9.R1104r-Alft?i.. 
No. 1136/9/61 	

Pormori'aod Putrlak Darao'of 1110  diroat  Trim 

.Qaug;r1400h. Q44-PpA4Amter. ThaIrly0.0qa 9f th.9 09;45e,g9ttagsl.R9.454£1012R_TUfhls. 

aro rull franara.. 	 — - 

2... 1311 GoDttukor 1961 Whoa Lho 4nAlkor 4 rogic4crod oonoru !.? rolhlood.bnlow_Oro 

ro..„ 111642/G1 	aoalingo uy tho aUrViVitIZ 3i ooa:Inulag ovOor In to ha mode 

foot4 attar ootico .to tho orotary for tho %two bang of tho Utolls' Oattigu 

-- 	liautorutloo Pond. 

PART OF THE TITLE DEEDS OF STELLA'S COTTAGE 
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THE MAIN DOORS. Courtesy of Miss Marie Carroll 

THE CRANE TYPE FIREPLACE. Courtesy of Miss Marie Carroll. 
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living in Trim. 

There were other notable visitors to the cottage from time to time. In the 
early nineteen sixties, the well known Hollywood actor, James Stewart 
visited the area and spoke to a number of local residents about the 
cottage. Back in the nineteen forties, the author, Brinsley McNamara 
visited the place and spoke with a member of the Fay family who were the 
last private owners of the cottage. During the course of the conversation 
the author of 'The Valley of the Squinting Windows' expressed the 
erroneous opinion that Esther Johnson had occupied the part of the 
building nearest to Trim. It is not inconceivable that the celebrated 
novelist Sir Walter Scott may have paid a visit to the cottage during his 
tour of Ireland in the 1820s. A tour it appears undertaken with the explicit 
purpose of visiting all the places made famous by the residence of the 
Dean and which did in fact include Laracor. 

STELLA 
It's not the sophisticated symbols of Georgian grandeur 
Or the embattled fortifications of Derry or the Pale 
That remind me of you 
Or even the beckoning plinths of your last resting place 
No, it's those long suffering recluses 
That have withstood the rigours of time and weather 
Only to stumble in oblivion and briar 
The ivy fringed remains of hearth and home 
Ports of call to pigeons in a storm 

T.M. 

It is almost certain that Esther Johnson will be remembered as a young 
woman of outstanding beauty and grace. A sophisticated symbol of early 
eighteenth century womanhood. The sort of person that one would 
associate with a castle or stately home and not the type that one would 
associate with a run down thatched cottage. In South Meath however, her 
name has always been linked to the quaint cottage at Laracor. What do we 
know of Stella apart from her connection with Dean Swift and the cottage 
that still bears her name. 

From the writings of Swift and especially from his account of her in 'On 
the death of Mrs. Johnson' it appears that she was born on the thirteenth 
of March 1681 at Richmond in Surrey. Her father was a younger brother of 

13 



ESTHER 	JOHNSON ( STELLA ) 

Picture courtesy of the National Gallery of Ireland. 
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a good family in Nottinghamshire and her mother was of a lower degree. 
Swift tells us that she was sickly from childhood until about the age of 
fifteen, but then grew into perfect health and was looked upon as one of 
the most beautiful, graceful and agreeable young women in London, only a 
little too fat ! 

On the subject of her weight Swift had this to say in one of the verses that 
he wrote to celebrate her thirty fourth birthday. 

STELLA'S BIRTHDAY 
March 13, 1718-19. 
STELLA this day is thirty-four, 
(We sh'n't dispute a year or more) 
However Stella, be not troubled, 
Although thy size and years are doubled 
Since first I saw thee at sixteen, 
The brightest virgin on the green: 
So little is thy form declined, 
Made up so largely in thy mind. 
0, would it please the gods to split 
Thy beauty, size, and years, and wit! 
No age could furnish out a pair 
Of nymphs so graceful, wise and fair; 
With half the lustre of your eyes, 
With half your wit, your years, and size. 
And then, before it grew too late, 
How should I beg of gentle Fate, 
(That either nymph might have her swain) 
To split my worship too in twain! 

In a verse to celebrate her thirty sixth birthday Swift writes, 
Now this is Stella's case in fact, 
An angel's face a little crack'd, 
Could poets or could painters fix 
How angels look at thirty-six: 

In his writings Swift tells us that "Her hair was blacker than the Raven and 
every feature of her face in perfection". Her character too was impeccable 

14 



TALBOT'S CASTLE STELLA'S OTHER HOME IN TRIM 

Talbot's castle, which is also known as St. Mary's Abbey, was purchased by 
Stella in 1717 for the sum of sixty five pounds. 
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PART OF THE DEEDS RELATING TO THE SALE OF TALBOT'S 
CASTLE, TRIM, TO STELLA. The actual date of the sale is shown as 
the 6th of February 1717. In the complete document, which hangs in the 
entrance hall of Talbot's castle, Esther Johnson is described as a spinster 
of the city of Dublin. Witnesses to the sale were Dr. Raymond and David 
Bourne. Reproduced courtesy of the Registrar of Deeds. 
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according to Swift, "Never was any of her sex born with better gifts of the 
mind or who more improved them by reading and conversation". 

Ten thousand oaths upon record 
Are not so sacred as her word; 
The world shall in its atoms end, 
Ere Stella can deceive a friend. 
By honour seated in her breast 
She still determines what is best; 

Unlike most members of her sex, it seems she was not unduly concerned 
with style and only according to the Dean "Bought cloths as seldom as 
possible and those as cheap as consisted with the situation she was in". She 
wore no lace for many years. 

Altough she was far from being poor, it seems that a fair amount of her 
time was taken up with making ends meet. Health and entertaining would 
probably account for a sizeable proportion of her expenses.Yet she was 
never without a considerable sum of ready money, insomuch that upon her 
death when her nearest friends thought her very bare, her executors found 
in her strong box about one hundred and fifty pounds in gold. 

She lamented the narrowness of her fortune in nothing so much as it did 
not enable her to entertain her friends so often and in so hospitable a 
manner as she desired. 

She kept an account of all family expenses from the time that she arrived 
in Ireland to some months before her death. 

SWIFT 
While Esther Johnson (Stella) may have been the best known tenant of 
the cottage at Laracor that still bears her name, Jonathan Swift was 
certainly its most famous visitor. Yet apart from the fact that he wrote 
Gulliver's Travels, preached to the smallest congregation and was in some 
way romantically connected with Stella very little is known locally about 
this enigmatic figure. 

That such an epic as Gulliver's Travels was actually created by someone 
connected with the town has been a source of great pride to generations of 
Trim folk. 

So much so that Lemuel Gulliver's adventures in Lilliput, brobdinag and 
beyond were always followed with more than a passing interest in this part 
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DEAN JONATHAN SWIFT 

of the country. Swift's other works, however, even his poems to Stella have 
never enjoyed the same popularity locally. His biographers on the other 
hand, particularly Johnson, if one is to go by the date stamps in the local 
library, are well read. One story that is often told in the Trim area 
concerns Swift's sermon to his parish clerk, Roger Cox. The story goes that 
only Roger turned up for prayers on a certain day. Undaunted by what has 
now become known as the smallest congregation ever, Swift went on to 
address the clerk as "My dearly beloved Roger", before carrying on with 
the service. Local variations of this story have the clerk named as James or 
more rarely John. 

The relationship between Swift and his servants at Laracor is best 
illustrated in the following story. It appears that on a certain Sunday at 
dinner the Dean had cause to enquire as to why the goose had only one 
leg, only to be told that this was a special breed of goose peculiar to South 
Meath. Some time later the Dean while out driving in the country chanced 
to come upon a gaggle of similarly handicapped geese. The coachman, who 
was obviously in on the joke was quick to point out the phenomenon, 
omitting to tell the Dean that it was not unusual for these creatures to 
adopt a one legged stance on wet days. At the crack of the coachman's 
whip however, the geese suddenly became two legged. On seeking an 
explanation Swift was told that had he himself cracked his whip at dinrier 
his goose too would have produced a second leg. 
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Another story often repeated in the Trim area concerns the gift of a 
salmon to the Dean. Apparently a local poacher decided to send his young 
son to the vicerage with a fresh salmon for the Dean's table. The Dean 
however, was highly indignant at the manner in which the fish was 
presented and proceeded to give the boy a severe dressing down. "My dear 
boy, that is no way to present such a beautiful fish, here let me show you 
how it is done" said the Dean, exchanging places with the boy. The boy 
duly assumed the roll of recipient taking the fish, now suitably presented, 
from the Dean. He then thanked Swift saying -You have been very kind 
sir, here take this shilling for your trouble". All of which suggests that the 
Vicar of Laracor was not too generous when it came to money, a point 
illustrated in one of his own poems. 
On rainy days alone I dine 
Upon a chick and pint of wine 
On rainy days I dine alone 
And pick my chicken to the bone 
But this my servants much enrages 
No scraps remain to save board wages 
In weather fine I nothing spend 
But often sponge upon a friend 
Yet where's he's not so rich as I 
I pay my club, and so good,  bye_ 

While most scholars tell Us that Swift's relationship with Stella was purely 
platonic, the local view is that there might have been a little more to it, 
•falling short of marriage however. On the subject of matrimony Swift had 
this to say 

"Matrimony has many children, repentance, discord, poverty, jealousy, 
sickness, spleen, loathing, etc". 

In another observation on the holy state Swift suggests, that the reason 
why so few marriages are happy is because young ladies spend their time in 
making nets, not in making cages. 

Hardly the words of one contemplating marriage, even a secret one. 

STELLA AND THE DEAN 
It was down by the Laracor river 
Where Jane and I did stray, 
A meadow decked with daisies bright 
Where blooming in the May. 
We passed the Dean's old garden 
Where the willows gently wave 
And bent there yellow catkins 
To the water of the glade. 
We stood and watched in silence 
As the evening sun went down, 
We heard the laughing children 
And the voices of the town, 
Then out of the mist of three hundred years 
The river seemed to flow, 
And we the only witnesses of times long long ago. 
The scenes all changed around us 
We stood on a cobbled road 
Then Stella and the Dean appeared 
And like gossimcr shadows past, 
A woman called from a window 
As they stood in a fond embrace, 
And we were back by the river side 
In 1968_ 

Penned by Mrs. Kathleen Lynch of Laracor in 1968. 
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THE DECLINE 
In Trim the year 1949 will long be remembered as a year of celebrations 
and rejoicing. It was also one of the most significant years in the long 
history of Stella's cottage. In June the streets of the town were ablaze with 
colour, the children wore wings and haloes and the church triumphant 
approved from every doorway as the annual Corpus Christi procession 
took place. It was in 1949 that Meath won the all Ireland senior football 
championships for the first time. We went to Croke Park for every match 
that year, by train from Trim to Amiens Street station for six shillings 
return. The train stopped at Kilmessan, Drumre,e and any structure of 
significance, ducking under bridges and polluting the countryside with 
smoke and smuts and labouring under the weight of Meath supporters 
until the creosote almost oozed out of the sleepers. 

It was a year of parades, processions and celebrations. However, two 
events took place in Trim that year that did not get even a line in the local 
papers. In fact the people involved were hardly aware of their significance 

STELLA'S COTTAGE Sketch by Harold Rayfus. 
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themselves. 

After eight years in residence the McKiernan family left that part of 
Stella's cottage nearest to Laracor. Shortly after the McKiernans left Mick 
Morgan moved to new accommodation. For the first time in living memory 
Stella's cottage was unoccupied. It was, in fact, slipping quietly into 
oblivion and briar. 

With the departure of the McKiernan and Morgan families the cottage 
soon began to deteriorate. The weeds and nettles grew unchecked, the 
wind and rain nibbled at the mortar and the sparrows had a free run in the 
thatch. Even before the great storm of February 1957 the building was a 
sorry sight. Ironically it was the great storm of the 4th February of that 
year that may have actually prolonged the life of the cottage for an extra 
few years. 

At that time an unoccupied or derelict house would have been fair game 
for people in search of firewood. This was especially true in Winter when 
the great whitethorn hedgerows of Knightsbrook, Stonehall and Shanloth 
would be covered with snow and firewood was hard to come by. As it 
happened, the storm brought down enough timber that night to keep the 
home fires burning for years. So while it is true that the storm did leave 
the thatch in a dishevelled condition at least the timberwork of the cottage 
was safe for another while. It was around this time that Stella's cottage 
became a potato store. 

The humid atmosphere and lack of light created ideal conditions for 
storing seed potatoes, particularly the "earlies" as we called them. We cut 
and sorted the May Queens first so as to have them in before St. Patrick's 
Day, if we were to have new potatoes for the table on the 29th June, the 
feast of Sts. Peter and Paul. The British Queens were next followed by the 
main crop in early May. If we came across any Purple Shamrock or Black 
Champion we would throw it aside, they would be time enough going in at 
the end of July. We always planted a few stone of Golden Wonders for the 
Christmas dinner. What we didn't learn about potatoes in Stella's cottage 
in those days wasn't worth knowing. 

Sometimes a tourist would drop by enquiring about the history of the 
cottage and once a clergyman in a Morris Minor called and gave us a 
lecture about Swift and Robbie Burns. During the road straightening 
operations in the early nineteen fifties the council workers would often 
drop in for a chat at lunch time or during a shower. By the end of the 
fifties the cottage had sunk to a new depth in delapidation and in places 
where the loft had caved in the sky was clearly visible through the thatch. 
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Stella's cottage, 
Smothered in Autumn now 
It's shrunken walls still fighting off the fields. 
As youngsters we used to sack potatoes there 
On damp days, under the tinder dry thatch 
Hunkered and cramped 
As we rummaged among the gaunt growths 
For Pinks and Banners 
And the odd Golden Wonder 
Rubbing shoulders with the riff rail. 
And where, 	said, 
Forbidden fruit once flourished 
And angels strayed in from the straight and narrow 
We slung poreens through the rough door 
Without as much as a thought for the ghost 
That might have stood on the step. 
Stella's cottage, 
Struggling with September 
What ghost stands there now? 
My sack is full, youth 
A crumpled pile in the coiner, 
The thatch has given way to bramble, sprig and sky 
And by the rough door wild potatoes pose 
For puzzled passers by, 
So what ghost stands there now. 
What spirit lurks in this skipful of briars by the roadside? 

THOMAS MURRAY. 

Probably no single factor has contributed more to the destruction of 
Stella's and indeed most of the other thatched houses in the area than the 
coming of the combine harvester. Since its arrival on the scene in the early 
nineteen fifties there has been a steady decline in the number of these 
dwellings throughout the country. Of the half dozen or so such structures 
that once graced the Laracor road only two remain today. 

It is reasonable to assume that one of the main preoccupations with the 
people living in this type of dwelling was replacing and replenishing the 
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thatch. In South Meath the most popular method employed in thatching 
was known as "long straw", the straw produced by the sickle, or at least 
the reaper and binder. The straw produced by the combine harvester was 
short and therefore totally unsuitable for thatching cottages such as 
Stella's and only served to hasten the disappearance of these quaint 
landmarks. The day of the threshing mill too was numbered. Time was 
when the hum of a threshing mill was the signal for every small boy in the 
district to make a beeline for the particular haggard where the corn was 
being threshed. There would be jobs going for all then, keeping the chaff 
away from the mill, running errands for the men cutting the sheaves or 
helping to collect the empty sacks to name just a few. One usually got half 
a crown for the day, plus the chance of coming under the favourable eye of 
the farmer. A full days work, without any of the pranks that youngsters 
were apt to get up to might lead to greater responsibility if the mill were 
to stay for an extra day or two. The sight of a fourteen year old on top of 

VISITORS ENTERING STELLA'S COTTAGE 

Photograph courtesy of Miss Marie Carroll 
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the big rick or half way up the ladder was not uncommon in the days when 
the vast majority of boys left school at the tender age of thirteen or even 
earlier. Being invited to partake in the refreshments provided by the host 
farmer however was considered to be a sort of coming of age. To sample 
ham and cheese sandwiches and take a slug of buttermilk from a three 
quart can while rubbing shoulders with the veterans of the threshing 
circuit was every boy's dream then. At the pay out, after the last sheaf had 
been snatched from the hands of the cutters the farmer would dole out 
amounts ranging from two shillings and six pence to five shillings. It was 
good to be young then, but nothing lasts forever and the coming of the 
combine harvester changed all that. The reaper and binder and the 
threshing mill were unable to compete with the more efficient methods of 
harvesting. For the small boy, the itinerant worker and particularly for the 
thatcher life would never be the same again. 

ATTEMPTS TO RESTORE THE COTTAGE 
Back in 1960 the historical awareness that is so evident now in the number 
of Heritage Centres, Heritage Parks and local History Museums that have 
sprung up around the country was nowhere as strong as it is today. 
Looking back was unfashionable then. It was depressing too and tended to 
dwell on such things as ration books, censored mail and all the other 
inconveniences associated with the emergency. We were entering the 
swinging sixties and the economy was recovering from the crippling 
shortages of the previous twenty five years. New housing estates were 
beginning to appear on the edge of the larger towns. In the countryside 
too the number of new houses was increasing all the time. Thatched 
houses were becoming conspicuously scarce. There were many reasons for 
this, not the least among them being that thatching had become an 
expensive business. A skilled thatcher then could earn tradesmen's wages 
plus two meals per day for the month or so that it would take to thatch 
the average house. 
APPEAL. 

It was in this climate of recovery, growth and rising costs that a committee 
was formed in January 1960 with the specific aim of restoring Stella's 
cottage to what it looked like in the days of Stella. An account was opened 
in the Hibernian Bank Trim and a printed appeal was circulated through 
the press. Copies of the printed appeal which contained the names of the 
committee were also sent to a number of prominent people. The response 
was encouraging with subscriptions coming from the Taoiseach Sean 
Lemass, Michael Mac Liammoir and Hilton Edwards of the Gate Theatre 
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STELLA'S COTTAGE 

(Restoration Fund Appeal) 

When Swift was appointed Vicar of Laracor, in the County of Meath, in 1701, it was 
arranged that his former pupil, Esther Johnson (Stella), and Mrs. Dingley, her companion, 
should come to reside in Ireland. 

"The Ladies," as Swift liked to call them, stayed in a quaint, thatched cottage close to 
Trim, and just down the road from Laracor, where Swift had his vicarage on his "half-acre of 
Irish bog." 

For close en forty years, Stella was "the bright particular star" of Swift's life. She died 
in Dublin on Sunday, January 28th, 1728, and is buried in St. Patrick's Cathedral. On the 
night of her death, Swift wrote of her in his diary, "the truest, most virtuous and most valuable 
friend that I, or any other person, was ever bl:sscd with. I never heard her make a wrong 
judgment about anyone or anything. . . . She loved Ireland better than the generality of 
those who owe their birth and their riches to it." 

Stella's Cottage has survived, and a succession of tenants kept it habitable. For the past 
few years it has been empty, and latterly the roof has collapsed; yet there still seems to linger 
a curious, happy sense of her occur ancy there. 

But if work on its preservation is not started soon, it will be too late. A committee has 
been formed in Trim to preserve arid, if possible, restore this cottage. The building, and a 
small portion of marginal land, has been purchased. Essential repairs will be undertaken as 
soon as there is sufficient money. Afterwards, it is hoped to restore the place to what it looked 
like in the days of Stella. 

We feel that this appeal will meet with a generous response from a wide public. We would 
ask all who receive a copy of this circular to bring the fund to the notice of their friends and 
colleagues. 

MR. P. DORAN, P.C., Trim, Chairman of Committee. 

VEN. ARCHDEACON HIPWELL 
	

MR. R. DOBBYN, F.R.I.A.I. 

REV. CANON T. V. PERRY 
	

MR. J. HANRAHAN 

MRS. F. REILLY 
	

MR. T. MEKETARIAN, B.E. 

MRS. J. J. HAUGH 
	

MR. N. POTTERTON 

MR. W. WALSH 
	

MR. L. POWER 
(Chairman, Meath Co. Council) 

	
(Town Clerk, Trim) 

MR. M. REGAN, LL.B., Hon. Treasurer, Trim. 

MRS. MARGARET CONWAY, Hon. Secretary, Kildalkey, Co. Meath. 

THE PRINTED APPEAL 
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* The roofless collage near Trim, Co. Meath. . 
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BUT they need money 
DISREPAIR 

A less 	ti's' walk down 
the road. Swift 110d hIs 
Vicarage on his "half-acre ol 
Irish Ism." Since Stella's 
death the mature hits Passed 
I.. a succession of tenants. 
	. 	tor 	n lllll ber of yenrs it 

11:1S been empty end slowly 
falling into disrepair. 

A group or Trim residents 
formed a committee to work 
towards its restoration. 

NO ROOF 

It with period plAres or at lcost 
replicas. and provide a care-
taker. 

Meath Co Cumuli. horn 
Paine. and the Department at 
local Government will be asked 

11.0.5150. The committee lames 
the Deportment will make.. 
nvailable a fiti per cent grant 
towards repairs. 

THE PLAN 

A special plan shows approxi-
mately what the cottage was 
like In Stella's time. It Is now 
being. examined by Hord Faille 
',meets. The plan lllll st also 
be approved by the co. Council. 

When that approval has been 
obtained. the commatee will 
then seek estimates of the cost 
of restoration. 

Mis. Margaret Conway. Ku. 
dailies, secretary of tile appeals 
imnimittee. Is confident. that 
their ambition will be realised 
quite soon. 

"ItIGIIT JOB". 

For the openina ceremony 
the committee hopes to have 
some Swift relics to exhibition. 

Mr. P. Doran. Trim Urban 
Council. whose perststenee in 
It.,' matter resulted In the for-
mation ul the local committee 
in illiOl. Is chairman.. 

Other members Pre: Rev J. 
P. Kelly, C.O.. Trim: Rev. 
Canon T. V. Perry. Mrs. P. 

J.. Haugh. 

11. 
kan 

Mrs. Conway. Mr. Boron a 
Mr. Potterton.ans tne.trustees. 

A special pineue tells the 
passer-by the significance of 
the clweigna.. Its root, or what. 
relit:lined of Its thatch. was re-
moved by the eonunittee after 

!illsogrgaptiglit the cottage. Slit 

:fir411. .Ptjdgileer, 	1%."tr. ;0'14) 
Mei 	rilltVaStiptle: w: plitri,Ver.  
enthered for .thlr'reatetliSIPpzir, 

prkoljoerceLnasney Is needed to put 
It into Its orieinel state. lurntsh 

I! 

We have received subseril, 
bons Irian people In several 
parts+-er,  Ireland and from.  
others outside the country.-
she told toe. " and we holm 
that many others will rally in 
our cause." 

The Job. she pointed out will 
not be an elaborate one. "hut 
we want to Ile It right when 

I we are doing it" 

COMMITTEE 

HILTON EDWARDS and MICHEAL MAC LIAMMOIR 
The Dublin Qizte Theatre 

PRODUCTIONS 
Limited 

DIRECTORS HILTON EDWARDS, MICHEAL MAC LIAMMOIR, WALTER STARKIE 

OFFICE, 4 HARCOUR T TERRACE, DUBLIN 
	

TELEPHONE 67609 

31-'0. • ;1. 1.11t 

71aeLiammoir haa asked me to forward the 
enclosed elicen,! for :::=.7.2s.0d. to you for the 7;-;estoration 
2rnd for :3tellais Cottae, and do plsaso forgive him not 
..-,17:;_tine; personally. 	Tio asks 	to say that he ia very 
interested and excitod 	Dhot you are doing and wishes 
you all ::lisecaz. 

7. -Doran, "2.C., 
Trim, 

This group wants to restore- 

Stdrtaiost:' 

Cottage 

in 

Meath  
" trial Independent" 

Reporter 

IN St. Patrick's 
Cathedral, Dublin. 
lie the remains of a 

47-year-old English-
woman. Esther Johnson. 
who died In Dublin 235 
years ago, on January 
28.1728. 

On a lonely stretch, 30 
miles away In the town-
land of Laracor, a mile 
iron Trim. Co. Meath, are 

the ranalris !If a qua1nt 
thatched cottage which 
was Esther's home for the 
last 27 years of her life. 

With her iriend, a Mrs. 
Rebecca DIngley, she came 
there In 1701 at the request. 
of Dean Swift, then Rector 
of Laracor. But Swift, always 
rel erred to her, not as 
FALlier, but as 'Stella. For 
that reason the 111.4.1e home 
became known as "Stella's 
Cottage." 

A'rTA CH ED 
Ile brat not Stella when he 

was secretary to Sir William 
'emple at Moor Park. Surrey. 
She was then only eight.: he 
Wits 	years ol age. 

Ile became deeply attached 
In her mid her beauty attracted 
lain Intensely. 

Its re:sowed control of her 
education. became her Leacher 
end heloved friend. she was 

rears of age when she 

.nrrived at the latraeor cottage. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cr.tar'y. 

an 	ccusce —02G nAt;on,i trzust 
weL,41-20 

19 DANVS0 STR 17.1:4. DUBLIN 

301:h. June 1960. 

Dear Sir, 

Your appeal for funds to preserve Stolia's Cottago was considered 

at a recent meetin6, and I have boen oaked to send you the enclosed 

subscription o: -;iro pounds. I an sorry that this amount is limited on 

account of our all membership, but tho Council o. i Taisce is appreciat2..v,.. 

of the efforts bsir4; node by your Ccomitteo• 

Yours faithfully, 

Han. Treasurer. 

TWO OF THE MANY LETTERS OF SUPPORT RECEIVED BY THE 
RESTORATION COMMITTEE. 
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WHEN STELLA'S COTTAGE MADE HEADLINES 

This report on the progress of the restoration committee appeared in the, 
Irish Independent in 1963. 

Reproduced courtesy of Independent Newspapers Limited. 
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THIS WAS THE LAST TRANSACTION OF THE STELLA COTTAGE 
RESTORATION COMMITTEE. 

and many other prominent people. Subcriptions also came from Canada 
and the United States. Closer to home Mrs. Kathleen Lynch of Laracor a 
lifelong admirer of Swift donated the first /1 towards the restoration fund. 
Within a few months a sum of £119 was subscribed. With this sum the 
committee were able to purchase the cottage from the owner Mr. William 
Fay for the sum of /50, remove the roof and erect a pailing around the 
property. 

Expert advice was then sought and it was confirmed that the cottage dated 
from about 1700 and that there had been some additions and alterations to 
the structure over the years. As this would make the work of restoration 
more costly the committee decided to try and raise more money. A house 
to house collection was taken up in Trim and with twenty five per cent of 
the town still to be collected a sum of /54 was raised. With a government 
grant almost certain and a promise of money from Bord Failte the 
committee then decided to have an architect prepare a plan and costing 
for the first stage of what it was hoped would be a complete restoration. 
Throughout the early sixties the committee met regularly in the town hall 
but altough more copies of the printed appeal were sent out the income 
from subscriptions failed to keep pace with expenses. By 1965 faced with 
rising costs and dwindling donations the committee decided to render the 
cottage safe by lowering the walls of the cottage to three foot six inches 
from the ground with a capping of the existing stone and to erect a 
commemorative plaque. In 1%7 after seven years in existence the 
committee decided to donate the £12 odd that was left in their account 
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DEMOLITION IN PROGRESS IN MID SIXTIES 

Photograph courtresy of Miss Marie Carroll. 

after all expenses were paid to the Swift commemoration fund. The 
account was then closed. After hanging by one screw for nearly a year the 
plaque was stolen in 1984. 

Whenever the subject of Stella's cottage comes up in conversation today 
one of the first comments that one is likely to hear is "Why did they let it 
go" or "Why did they, they being the committee, allow such an important 
part of our heritage to disappear ? " The truth of course, is that Stella's 
cottage has not disappeared, it is in fact, still there. Not perhaps the quaint 
landmark that we once knew and took for granted, or even the potato 
store, but the site, foundation and lower walls of Esther Johnson's home 
nonetheless. 

The Stella's cottage of the mid twentieth century bore very little 
resemblance to the building that Stella and Dingley lived in. The 
semi-detached structure that was decapitated by the restoration committee 
in the nineteen sixties was the result of a major reconstruction job in the 
early nineteenth century. The aim of which it seems was to enable tile 
cottage to accommodate two families and thereby increase the revenue. 
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Before any attempt to restore the cottage to its original form could have 
been undertaken it would have been necessary to remove the roof and 
lower the walls to a point below the door and window lintels. It would also 
have been necessary to remove the interior wall that divided the building. 
All of which the committee have done. Whether intentionally or not they 
have left the cottage ripe for restoration. 	- 

Having restored the cottage to what it looked like in the days of Stella, the 
committee then intended to furnish it with period pieces or at least 
replicas. Presumably this would have meant acquiring extremely rare 
seventeenth century items of furniture and bric-a-brac. This would have 
been a formidable task. The well scrubbed dresser with its neat rows of 
blue and white printed earthenware plates would have been a feature of 
most country cottages in the middle of the twentieth century. Likewise the 
paraffin oil lamp, the wag of the wall clock and the large mahogany 
sideboard. The long form and the painted Windsor chair would have been 
standard seating accommodation in these post war cottages. 

Today, less than forty years later most of these items would be very hard to 
find, yet the home of Stella would have contained none of these items. 

Mahogany was unknown in this part of the world when Stella lived in 
Laracor. Likewise the wag o the wall clock and the paraffin oil lamp. The 
furnishings of Esther's home predate all the pieces and as a result would 
be much more difficult to come by. 

We can do little more than speculate on what the interior of the cottage in 
Laracor looked like in the days of Stella. Assuming that she moved in the 
same social circle and entertained the same friends as her celebrated 
admirer she would probably have surrounded herself with good quality 
dependable furniture. This might have included side tables and tea tables 
held together with dark willow dowels and supported by barley sugar twist 
legs. One would also expect to find some sturdy but uncomfortable chairs 
and stools. It is highly unlikely that the tottering three legged stools of the 
working class would be found in the home of Esther Johnson. The Dean 
would certainly have frowned on it. Perhaps Stella would have allowed 
herself and Mrs. Dingley the luxury of a pair of wing back chairs to shelter 
them from the draughts. We do know that Stella wrote and collected and 
transcribed Swift's poems, so she would have needed a writing table and 
some writing boxes. 

In Dean Swift's "Directions to Servants" there are numerous references to 
the everyday household items of furniture and bric a brac that might have 
been used in the early seventeenth century. Throughout that lengthy 
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manuscript Swift makes frequent references to such items as Copper pots, 
cutlery, sconces and dozens of other items that were used in the kitchens 
and living rooms of that particular time. All of which reads like an antique 
auctioneer's catalogue and would make the task of furnishing the cottage 
more difficult than that of actually restoring the building. 

BOMBSHELL 

In County Meath 1967 will be remembered as the year that the county 
team took their third All-Ireland Senior football title. In Trim the 
townsfolk thronged the streets to welcome home the captain, Peter Darby 
and his teammates with the Sam Maguire cup. At the Wellington 
monument the bonfire burned well into the small hours. The celebrations 
went on for weeks and nearly overlapped the Swift Tercentenary 
celebrations which took place in the town from the 20th to the 27th of 
November. 

According to the Meath Chronicle of the 24th of November of that year 
one of the guest speakers at the opening of the Swift corrunemeration 
week dropped a minor bombshell when she stated that Esther (Stella) 
Johnson never lived in the cottage at Laracor that to this day still bears 
her name. That eminent scholar Dr. Eileen C,arvill, M.A.D. Univ. De Paris 
went on to say that while Stella had many friends and relatives in the town 
there was no evidence to suggest that she had ever lived in the cottage. 
Swift, she said had built the cottage for use as the vicerage of his church at 
Laracor. 

In Trim where the name of Stella had been associated with the cottage 
since the Ordance Survey of 1836 the views of Dr. CarylII were completely 
against local tradition. They were not the views of the restoration 
committee who had spent six or seven years trying to restore the cottage. 
Neither were they the views of the governers of St. Patrick's Hospital 
Dublin, An Taisce, Bord Failte or any of the sober bodies that gave their 
support to the committee. The very idea of Stella never having lived in the 
cottage was contrary to the views held by the one hundred and eighty five 
students who entered the essay competition on Dean Swift which was ran 
in conjunction with the Tercentenary week. The students differed on every 
aspect of the relationship between Swift and Stella. They were married, she 
was his secret wife, they were brother and sister. He couldn't marry her 
because he was going mad. She was companion of his social hours only. 

On the subject of the cottage however, the students were united in their 
view. Without exception every essay confirmed the traditional view that 
Esther Johnson lived in the cottage just down the road from the vicerage 
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at Laracor. In the essays some of the students it seems were influenced by 
Denis Johnson's book "In Search Of Swift". The vast majority however, 
were writing from hearsay. That nearly two hundred students writing 
independently of each other should agree on this one question surely 
speaks volumes for the traditional view. 

Nor was Dr. Carvill alone in believing that Esther Johnson had never lived 
in the cottage at Laracor. Other scholars have doubted Stella's tenure 
there too, none perhaps more notable than the writer William R. Wilde. 
In 1849, writing in "Beauties of the Boyne and Blackwater" Wilde had this 
to say about Stella's cottage, "About a mile nearer Trim is pointed out the 
cottage which Stella and Mrs. Dingley occupied, but this is somewhat 
apocryphal". 

Most scholars however, especially since the first reference to the cottage in 
the Ordnance Survey of 1836, have gone along with the traditional view. 
One of the first scholars to endorse this view was Samuel Lewis. In his 
Topographical Dictionary of Ireland in 1837 under the heading of Laracor, 
Lewis wrote, "This parish was for several years the benefice and residence 
of Dr. Jonathan Swift, afterwards Dean of St. Patrick's who was instituted 

THIS 15 INCH HIGH MODEL OF THE RECONS'TRUC I ED 
COTTAGE with its double doors was made from stone and thatch from 
the original structure by a Dubliner, Mr. Christopher Healy, and was on 
display during the Swift celebrations in 1967. 
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to the living in 1699, and of Esther Johnson, known by the poetic name of 
Stella". Other scholars had little to add to this, usually confining their 
observations to "A cottage near Trim that still bears her name" or "A 
lodging at Trim, a village near Laracor." 

On the other hand the Shell Guide to Ireland, which was compiled by 
Lord Killanin and Michael V. Duignan is more specific in its observations, 
"About threequarters of a mile nearer Trim "Stella's cottage" occupies 
the site of that which Stella and Mrs. Dingley resided". 

Whatever the scholars may say or have said the traditional view that 
Esther Johnson once lived in the cottage at Laracor is as strong today as at 
any other time in living memory. 

SELEC I ED REFERENCES TO LARACOR IN OTHER WORKS. 

If I ever have thoughts of making a figure in Ireland it will be at Laracor 
DEAN SWIFT. 

I should be plaguy busy at Laracor if I were there now, cutting down 
willows, planting others, scouring my canal and every kind of thing. DEAN 
SWIFT 1711. 

It is a dark secluded locality, into which one would suppose a breath of the 
busy world without never entered. WILLIAM R. WILDE 1849. 

Only two miles distant is Laracor, once the residence of Dean Swift, and 
along the quiet roads of this peaceful region he and Stella often sauntered. 
RICHARD LOVETT. 1888. 

SOME THOUGHTS ON STELLA'S COTTAGE 
In the first half of the twentieth century the belief in ghosts, banshees and 
other such phenomena was much stronger in rural Ireland than it is today. 
In South Meath certain roads and particularly old houses such as Stellas 
often figured prominently in stories of strange happenings and sightings. 
The roads around the town of Trim had their share of unexplained 
phenomena too. For the most part the headless horse or the White 
sheeted figure usually turned out to be nothing more than a tree stump or 
waving branch come daylight. 

The old barracks, where the convent secondary school now stands was 
always good for a sighting or two, especially in November when the nights 
lengthened and the vegetation twisted and bent in the breeze; while stories • 
of horses shying at the Gallows Hill on the Ballivor Road and caused 
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many a traveller to hurry past that unprentiously named landmark. 

Although most of the stories from the Laracor road could probably be put 
down to pranks and imagination, one or two might take a little more 
explaining. In 1968 Mrs. Kathleen Lynch and a friend were walking home 
from Trim to Laracor. The evening according to Mrs. Lynch was bright 
and there was a strong breeze blowing. On approaching the Lough0' 
Biody both ladies were startled to see a lighted candle burning on the 
bridge, the naked flame apparently unaffected by the breeze. Today the 
LoughO'Biody bridge has virtually disappeared, a victim of road widening 
operations. In the twenty odd years between this incident and the 
disappearance of the bridge in 1990 there have been no futher sightings of 
this unusual apparition. At a loss to explain this phenomenon we can only 
conclude that it was some poor soul in search of a prayer. 

Equally mysterious was the sighting of the banshee on the steps leading to 
the right of way to the townland of Freffans by another local resident in 
1923, less than ten yards from the door of Stella's Cottage. The visionary 
on this occasion was a Miss Fanny McCaffery. This too, it appears was a 
once off visitation and there has been no recorded sighting of that 
diminutive lady since. 

TREASURE THROVE 

In 1984 when Trim won the national tidy towns overall award for the third 
time in twelve years there was a great feeling of pride among the 
townsfolk. For weeks before the announcement they had worked hard, 
painting and planting and on the day of the presentation of the prizes the 
gable ends gleamed and the windowsills sparkled. The few remaining 
eyesores in the town had been covered over with a conspiracy of "snocem" 
and half hardy annuals and even the Wellington Monument had been 
denuded of its familiar crop of perennials. Meanwhile out in Laracor the 
former residence of Esther Johnson was sinking deeper into oblivion and 
briar. With the commemorative plaque which had been erected by the 
restoration committee now gone the building itself had almost become an 
eyesore. 

Before the advent of tidy townism, the skip or the plastic bag it was 
customary for the occupants of such houses to throw all unwanted 
household items and rubbish out the door. When the resulting pile became 
too large for comfort it would be barrowed away to the nearest hedge. 
Eventually due to the industry of earthworms items such as bottles and 
jars would become filled with clay before being covered with leaves and 
growth. So it is reasonable to assume that within a few yards of Stella's 
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TWO VIEWS OF THE ROOFLESS COTTAGE 
Courtesy of Anne Gilsenan, Trim. 
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cottage a virtual treasure throve awaits the enterprising explorer. Two and 
a half centuries of unwanted household items and rubbish lurk perhaps 
within a few yards of the cottage. 

In Dean Swift's "Directions to Servants" and in particular to the 
chambermaid and waiting maid there are quite a few references to such 
objects as chamberpots, candlesticks, bottles and other such necessities of 
that particular period. It was customary for the servants to collect empty 
bottles and trade them for pots of beer. Perhaps some have survived and 
may still lie intact beneath the mound of soil that now surrounds the 
cottage and the now submerged outhouses. Swift was known to have some 
of his bottles sealed with his own initials J.S. and the date. Such bottles are 
now rare and fetch high prices when sold at auctions. Throughout the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there would have been a steady 
stream of spoons and flatware thrown out in basins of water. A controlled 
dig in the immediate vicinity of the area's most obscure ruin might yield 
some very interesting items of antiquity. 

SOURCES 
On the death of Mrs. Johnson ( Stella ) - Dean Swift. 

Miscellanies in Verse - Dean Swift. 

Miscellanies in Prose - Dean Swift. 

Memoir of Dean Swift. , 

Directions to Servants,- Dean Swift. 

Thoughts on various subjects - Dean Swift. 

All published by Chatto and Windus in 1876 

ALSO 

Griffith's Valuation 

County Meath Library. Local History Department Naval'. 
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Local Tradition. 

POSTSCRIPT In early 1991 Upper Boyne Tourism undertook a clean-up 
of the remains of the cottage. 
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